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The EU-US Privacy Shield Regime for Cross-
Border Transfers of Personal Data under the
GDPR

What are the legal challenges and how might these affect cloud-
based technologies, big data, and AI in the medical sector?

Timo Minssen, Claudia Seitz, Mateo Aboy and Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci*

Cloud-based technologies, big data, statistical signal processing algorithms, and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technologies are expected to play an increasingly important role in themed-
ical field. Big data and AI-technologies rely on the cloud for data storage as well as for com-
putational power and thus need effective and robust legal frameworks for international da-
ta transfer. Because of inconsistent data protection regulations, this is not always simple to
achieve as it can be illustrated in the United States (US)-European Union (EU) context. Due
to the lack of general data protection law at the federal level, the US currently does not have
a general ‘adequacy decision’ from the European Commission to enable EU-US cross-border
data transfers without the need for additional data protection safeguards under the Gener-
al Data Protection Regulation. As a fallback, a ‘limited adequacy’ decision was adopted in
2016 on the so-called ‘EU-US Privacy Shield Framework’. This framework protects the fun-
damental rights of natural persons in the EU and allows the free transfer of personal data
to companies that are certified under the EU-US Privacy Shield. However, the EU-US Priva-
cy Shield has been recently contested at the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).
This paper analyses the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework, the associated legal challenges,
and how these might affect organisations deploying or implementing cloud-based medical
technologies relying on cross-border data transfers from EU data subjects.

I. Introduction

The extraordinary expansion and upsurge of cutting-
edge information technologies over the last decade
has created opportunities for companies and re-
search organisations to collect, process, transfer, and
share enormous volumes of data across multination-
al borders. Among these technologies, big data algo-
rithms, artificial intelligence (AI), andmachine learn-
ing (ML) systems are predicted to have a significant
impact on the digital transformation of the health-
care and pharma sectors, especially for the develop-
mentandapplicationofmedicaldevices,noveldrugs,
and precisionmedicine. The application of advanced
algorithms, big data techniques, and AI technologies
has several potential advantages such as more effi-
cientdiagnosis anddrugdevelopmentprograms.The

general aim of these computer and data intensive
methods in the medical field is to use algorithms to
uncover relevant information from data and to assist
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clinical decision-making in order to perform a wide
array of functions, such as aiding in diagnosis gener-
ation and therapy selection, making risk predictions
and stratifying disease, reducing medical errors, and
improving productivity.1Yet, some of the underlying
principles of EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) includingdata limitation (Art 5.1.(c)) andpur-
pose limitation (Art 5.1.(b)) are fundamentally mis-
alignedwith some of the underlying principles of big
data and AI. For example, a foundational principle
of big data, statistical learning algorithms and AI is
to collect asmuchdata as possible (ie, datamaximiza-
tion) and allow the algorithms to ‘discover’ previous-
ly unknown relationships (ie, purpose extension).
Additionally, the GDPR limits cross-border data

flows of personal data (Art. 44 GDPR). This impacts
computational intensive big-data technologies, such
as medical AI/ML that rely heavily on cloud-based
solutions for 1) data storage and 2) computational
power. Cloud computing offers the underlying IT in-
frastructure to enable these advanced algorithms to
operate on medical big data2 with the ultimate ob-
jective of improving precision medicine, clinical tri-
als, medical records, medical devices, and the over-

all experience and engagement with patients.3 The
pervasive and dynamic nature of the cloud often re-
sults in cross-border data transfers through a flexi-
ble distributed network of infrastructure and service
providers.4 This enables organisations to deploy a
broad spectrum of digital technologies such as wear-
ables, implantablemedical devices or ingestible elec-
tronics.5 Examples of this abound and several
projects have demonstrated the benefits of AI/ML in
medical cloud-based applications. For instance, the
EU fundedOPTIMISproject6 ran ause case scenario,
which tested how a cloud-based application could
perform the processing of big data analytics in ge-
nomic sequencing. Consider then a scenario where
several hospitals and medical research institutions
attempt to make use of secondary data to detect the
DNA sequencing of a particular disease. The cloud-
genomic application enabled a workflow that per-
formed automatic gene detection considering a spe-
cific genome analysis (Genewise) which was able to
identify the gene patterns. The whole process in-
volved a supple network of cloud-accessible databas-
es based on algorithms that could analyse and pre-
dict the gene structure.7 Such projects, and the use
of wearables and AI, often results in intrinsic cross-
border data flows due to the use of cloud-comput-
ing. Another example are clinical trials where phar-
maceutical and medical device companies conduct-
ing trials in the EU need to transfer the data to the
US FDA for regulatory and supervision purposes.
Moreover, having multi-site trials is a necessity in
many clinical trials, such as clinical trials on rare dis-
eases where globally distributed trials are the norm
in order to have enough subjects to conduct the tri-
als.8

The recent digital medicine transformation thus
offers the healthcare and pharmaceutical sector new
opportunities, but also challenges data protection
laws to adapt. Exchange of patient data in interna-
tional collaborations and international multi-site
clinical trials result in cross-border data-flows, which
often raise complex legal issues, including the way
the law is interpreted and applied in the fields of da-
ta ownership, privacy, and data protection law.
As indicated before, the GDPR9 does not only pro-

tect personal data from EU data subjects within the
EU but also imposes stringent rules for transfers of
personal data outside of the EU and the European
Economic Area (EEA) Member States (Norway,
Liechtenstein and Iceland). The EU Commission has

1 Jianxing He, Sally L Baxter, Jie Xu, Jiming Xu, Xingtao Zhou and
Kang Zang, ‘The Practical Implication of Artificial Intelligence
Technologies in Medicine’ (2019) Nature Medicine 25, 30-26.

2 Min Chen, Big Data: Related Technologies, Challenges and
Future Prospects (Springer, 2014) 12.

3 Claudia Rijcken, ‘Sequoias of Artificial Intelligence’ in Claudia
Rijcken (ed) Pharmaceutical Care in Digital Revolution: Insights
Towards Circular Innovation (Elsevier, 2019) 127.

4 Kijpokin Kasemsap, The Role of Cloud Computing Adoption in
Global Business, in: Victor Chang, Robert Walters and Gary Wills
(eds) Delivery and Adoption of Cloud Computing Services in
Contemporary Organizations (IGI Global, 2015), 31.

5 See S Gerke, T Minssen, H Yu et al, ’Ethical and Legal Issues of
Ingestible Electronic Sensors’ (2019) Nat Electron 2, 329-334;
Supriya Biswas, Relationship Marketing: Concepts, Theories and
Cases (2nd ed., Learning Private Ltd., 2014), 333.

6 Optimized Infrastructure Services (OPTIMIS) was an EU funded
project within the 7th Framework Program under contract
ICT-257115.

7 Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci, Big Data, Databases and ‘Own-
ership’ Rights in the Cloud (Springer 2019), 231.

8 Cf. Mulberg, A.E., Bucci-Rechtweg, C., Giuliano, J. et al. Regulato-
ry strategies for rare diseases under current global regulatory
statutes: a discussion with stakeholders. Orphanet J Rare Dis 14, 36
(2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s13023-019-1017-5; Day S, Jonker
AH, Lau LPL, et al. Recommendations for the design of small
population clinical trials. Orphanet J Rare Dis. 2018;13(1):195.
Published 2018 Nov 6. doi:10.1186/s13023-018-0931-2.

9 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC, OJ
2016 L 119, 1 (General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR).
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the power to determine, on the basis of Article 45
GDPRwhether a country outside the EU offers an ad-
equate level of data protection.10 Because of the high
data protection standards of the GDPR any intended
data transfer to third countries needs to be permit-
ted according to the regulations of the GDPR. The EU
Commission differentiates between adequate and
non-adequate third countries: Adequate third coun-
tries are those forwhich the EUCommission has con-
firmed a suitable level of data protection on the ba-
sis of an adequacy decision which declares that the
level of protection in the third country is compara-
ble to those of the GDPR.
The EU does not consider the US as one of the

countries outside the EU and the EEA that provides
an adequate level of general data protection to per-
mit transfer without additional safeguards such as in
the case of Switzerland11 or Japan.12 In these cases,
the adequacy decision expressly permits data trans-
fer to these third countries. In order to permit trans-
fer of personal data without additional safeguards, a
limited ‘adequacy decision’ on the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework13 was adopted on 12 July 2016,
which came into force on 1 August 2016. This Frame-
work allows the free transfer of personal data to com-
panies that are certified in the US under the EU-US
Privacy Shield.14 As one of the few possible legal
mechanisms that companies can employ to lawfully
engage in cross-border data transfers between the EU
andUS, the Framework is beingwidely used by com-
panies in the healthcare and pharmaceutical sector.
The EU-US Privacy Shield Framework was de-

signed after the failure of the Safe Harbour Program
as a consequence of the Schrems I Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) judgment, for allegedly
violating EU user’s privacy rights due to, inter alia,
mass surveillance programs in the US. In summary,
the CJEU ruled that legislation permitting the public
authorities to have access on a generalized basis to
the content of electronic communications must be
regarded as compromising the essence of the funda-
mental right to respect for private life under the
GDPR. In addition, the CJEU observed that the US
legislation not providing for any possibility for an in-
dividual to pursue legal remedies in order to have ac-
cess to personal data relating to him, or to obtain the
rectification or erasure of such data, compromises
the essence of the fundamental right to effective ju-
dicial protection, the existence of such a possibility
being inherent in the existence of the rule of law.

However, the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework
has been recently contested in a follow-up case now
pending before the CJEU (Schrems II). The Advocate
General (AG) Henrik Saugmandsgaard Øe’s Opinion
in this case is that the subject matter of themain pro-
ceedings does not relate directly to the EU-US Priva-
cy Shield Framework. Yet, the AG casted doubt with
regard to the adequate level of protection of data
transferred from the EU under such a system, in par-
ticular where data transferred to the US could be ac-
cessed by US intelligence agencies and judicial au-
thorities. The AG’s Opinion may be influential, how-
ever, it is not legally binding. Therefore, the CJEU
could still potentially invalidate the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework, resulting in transfers of person-
al data between the EU and US no longer lawful.
Given that the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework

is already the major mechanism employed by phar-
maceutical companies to legally transfer clinical tri-
al data between the EU and the US, the potential in-
validation of the Privacy Shield could lead to signifi-
cant disruptions. Since it is the only Art. 45 GDPR
mechanism available by adequacy decision to legally
transfer data between the EU and the US, the robust-
ness of this system and legal certainty is crucial for
multi-site international clinical trials in the context
of drug approvals. The ongoing legal challenge there-
fore poses great legal risk to companies currently re-
lyingontheadequacyof this cross-bordermechanism
andmayaffect, inparticular, thedeploymentofcloud-
based big data and AI technologies relying on cross-
border data transfers between the EU and the US.

10 The adoption of an adequacy decision involves a proposal from
the EU Commission,an opinion of the EU Data Protection Board,
an approval from representatives of EU Member States and the
adoption of the decision by the European Commission

11 Commission Decision of 26 July 2000 pursuant to Directive
95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
adequate protection of personal data provided in Switzerland, OJ
L 215 [2000] 1.

12 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) of 23 January 2019
pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the adequate protection of personal data
by Japan under the Act on the Protection of Personal Information,
OJ L 76, [2019] 1.

13 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/1250 of 12
July 2016 pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the adequacy of the protec-
tion provided by the EU-US Privacy Shield (notified under
document C(2016) 4176). <https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/
files/celex_32016d1250_en_txt.pdf> accessed 10 November
2019.

14 Robert Walters, Leon Trakman and Bruno Zeller, Data Protection
Law: A Comparative Analysis of Asia-Pacific and European
(Springer, 2009) 281.
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In light of this complex background, section 2
starts out by explaining various cross-border trans-
fermechanismsandtheEU-USPrivacyShieldFrame-
work. Next, section 3 provides a historical overview
and contextual background to the recent legal devel-
opments that have resulted in the current legal un-
certainty, including the recent AG’s Opinion in the
Schrems II case. Section 4, follows-up with an
overview on recent US developments and litigations
that might be relevant for the ongoing European lit-
igation. Section 5 then provides a summary of the Eu-
ropean Commission’s most recent annual evaluation
of the Privacy Shield Agreement. Section 6 discuss-
es the impact and potential effects of the pending lit-
igations and uncertainties, as well as potential ways
how to address these or alternative routes. This will
provide the basis for our conclusions in section 7.

II. Cross-Border Transfer Mechanisms
and the EU-US Privacy Shield
Framework

The GDPR lays down rules relating the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of per-
sonal data and rules relating to the free movement
of personal data. Pursuant to Art. 1 GDPR it protects
fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons
and in particular their right to the protection of per-
sonal data. Personal data means any information re-
lating to a ‘data subject’ who is an identified or iden-
tifiable natural person that can be identified, direct-
ly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an iden-
tifier such as a name, an identification number, loca-
tion data, an online identifier or to one or more fac-
tors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic,
mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that
natural person (Art. 4(1) GDPR).
Transfers of personal data to countries outside the

EU and EEA are only lawful if the conditions speci-
fied in Chapter 5 of the GDPR are complied with by
the controller and processor. Pursuant to Art. 44
GDPR ‘All provisions in this Chapter shall be applied
in order to ensure that the level of protection of nat-

ural persons guaranteed by this Regulation is not un-
dermined.’ Art. 45-50 GDPR detail the available legal
instruments and associated conditions for lawful
cross-border transfers. These include:
1. Transfers on the basis of an ‘adequacy decision’ by
the European Commission (Art. 45);

2. Transfers subject to ‘appropriate safeguards’by the
controller/processor on condition that enforceable
data subject rights and effective legal remedies for
data subjects are available (Art. 46, Art. 47); and

3. Derogations for specific situations (Art. 49).

In effect, these mechanisms are intended to ensure
that either 1) the country (adequacy decision) or 2)
the organisation safeguards with appropriate stan-
dard contract clauses (‘SCCs’) and binding corporate
rules (‘BCRs’) ensure an appropriate level of data pro-
tection to the data subject. In this paper, we focus on
transfers on the basis of an adequacy decision (Art.
45 GDPR) in the context of EU-US data transfers.

1. Transfers on the Basis of an ‘Adequacy
Decision’

Pursuant to Art. 45 GDPR, the EU Commission has
the power to determine whether a country outside
the EU offers an adequate level of data protection.
The adoption of an adequacy decision involves sev-
eral steps, namely: 1) a proposal from the EU Com-
mission, 2) an opinion of the European Data Protec-
tion Board (EDPB), 3) an approval from representa-
tives of EU Member States, and 4) the adoption of
the decision by the EU Commission.
The effect of these adequacy decisions is that per-

sonal data of the subject data can be transferred from
the EU and the EEA to that third countrywithout any
further safeguards such as a special authorisation for
each specific case. At the time of this writing, the EU
Commission has recognised Andorra, Argentina,
Canada (for commercial organisations), Faroe Is-
lands, Guernsey, Israel, Isle of Man, Japan, Jersey,
New Zealand, Switzerland, and Uruguay as provid-
ing adequate protection. Discussions are ongoing
with South Korea.15

The general adequacy determination for the US is
complicated by the fact that the US does not have
Federal general data protection legislation. Instead,
the US has sector specific privacy and data protec-
tion regimes at the federal level (eg, HIPAA, FERPA)

15 An overview of the adequacy decisions and the non-EU Member
States with an adequate level of data protection is available at
<https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/
international-dimension-data-protection/adequacy-decisions_en>
accessed 10 November 2019.
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and state privacy and data protection laws (eg, CC-
PA). That said, Art. 45(1) GDPR states that:
‘A transfer of personal data to a third country or
an international organisation may take place
where the Commission has decided that the third
country, a territory or one or more specified sec-
tors within that third country, or the internation-
al organisation in question ensures an adequate
level of protection. Such a transfer shall not re-
quire any specific authorisation.’

Accordingly, adequacy decisions can be limited to a
territory or specific sectors within a third country.
This enabled the International TradeAdministration
(ITA)within theUSDepartment ofCommerce (DOC)
and the EC to provide organisations with a mecha-
nism to comply with data protection requirements
when transferring personal data from the EU or
EEA to the US on the basis of a ‘limited adequacy de-
cision’ (‘United States limited to Privacy Shield
Framework’ adequacy) for companies that voluntar-
ily choose to adopt this privacy framework. US-based
companies subject to the jurisdiction of the US Fed-
eral Trade Commission or the Department of Trans-
portation can join the EU-US Privacy Shield Frame-
work in order to benefit from the ‘adequacy determi-
nation’.

2. Practical Aspects of the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework

US-based organisations may join the Privacy Shield
Frameworks (EU-US & Swiss-US Frameworks) by 1)
publicly committing to complying with the Frame-
work’s requirements and 2) submitting a self-certifi-
cation to the DOC. These commitments are enforce-
able under US law.
To join either Privacy Shield Framework (US or

Swiss), a US-based organisation will be required to
self-certify to the DOC and publicly commit to com-
ply with the Framework’s requirements. Once an el-
igible organisation makes the public commitment to
comply with the Framework’s requirements, the
commitmentbecomesenforceableunderUS law.The
requirements include: 1) informing individuals
about data processing, 2) providing free and accessi-
ble dispute resolution, 3) cooperating with the DOC,
4)maintaining data integrity andpurpose limitation,
5) ensuring accountability for data transferred to

third parties, 6) transparency related to enforcement
actions, and 7) ensuring commitments are kept as
long as data is held. With regards to the transparen-
cy requirements, the company must adopt a privacy
policy that contains 13 specified details about its pri-
vacy practices andmust provide theDOCwith a draft
privacy policy at the time that it submits its first self-
certification.
This privacy policy must comply with the Privacy

Shield Framework(s) principles (7 main principles
and 16 supplementary principles), and include a link
to the DOC Privacy Shield website16 as well as a link
to the ‘complaint submission form of the indepen-
dent recourse mechanisms that is available to inves-
tigate individual complaints’. If the company does
not follow the requirements of the Privacy Shield
Framework and violates one of the data protection
obligations, data subjects have the right to complain
and obtain a remedy. Privacy Shield companies are
required to provide an independent recourse mech-
anism to investigate unresolved complaints (eg, an
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) or submit to the
oversight of an EEA national DPA). In summary, the
Framework requires greater transparency, oversight,
and redress mechanisms which include the involve-
ment of DPAs, DOC, and FTC to ensure unresolved
complaints by European data subjects are investigat-
ed and resolved.

III. Historical Context and the Legal
Developments

As it turns out, however, the current EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework is facing considerable legal chal-
lenges. These are partially founded in the complex
history of cross-national US-EU data transfer
regimes, and partially in recent events and develop-
ments. The background of fundamental legal chal-
lenges can be found in the different standards for the
protection of personal data as well as in the different
regulations for online privacy and data transfers in
the US and the EU.17

16 <https://www.privacyshield.gov/welcome> accessed 10 Novem-
ber 2019.

17 Sherri J Deckelboim, ‘Consumer Privacy on an International
Scale: Conflicting Viewpoints underlying the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework and how the Framework will impact Privacy
Advocates, National Security, and Businesses’ (2016 - 2017) 48
Geo J Int´l L, 263.
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Data Protection Regulations in the US are frag-
mented. The US follows a different approach to da-
ta protection compared to theGDPRas a general stan-
dard of the protection of personal data in the EU.
There is no Federal legislation onUS data protection.
Instead of formulating one all-encompassing regula-
tion such as the GDPR, the US system implements
sector specific data protection laws and regulations.
As a consequence,USdata protection legislationmay
partly be up to GDPR standards, while other parts
may not.
In addition to this fundamental different approach

in protecting personal data there have been several
recent events and data protection scandals. One of
themost recent event was the Facebook – Cambridge
Analyticadata scandal inearly2018whereCambridge
Analytica had misused the personal data of millions
of peoples' Facebook profiles without their consent
and used it for political advertising purposes.18 This
scandal has led to an ongoing discussion on the po-
tentialmisuse of personal data by tech companies col-
lecting a huge amount of personal data. Although the
data misuse in the context of the Cambridge Analyt-
ica scandal happened before the application of the
GDPR, the scandal has led to a Motion for a Resolu-

tion by the European Parliament (EU Parliament) on
10 October 2018. The purpose of this Motion was to
wind up the debate on the statement by the EU Com-
mission on the use of Facebook users’ data by Cam-
bridge Analytica and the impact on data protection.19

In this motion the EU Parliament stated that it:
‘Expects all online platforms to ensure full com-
pliance with EU data protection law, namely the
GDPR and Directive 2002/58/EC (e-Privacy), and
to help users understand how their personal infor-
mation is processed in the targeted advertising
model, and that effective controls are available,
which includes ensuring that separate consents
are used for different purposes of processing, and
that greater transparency is in place in relation to
the privacy settings, and to the design and promi-
nence of privacy notices.’

In addition, the European Parliament noted that:
‘Notes that the misuse of personal data affects the
fundamental rights of billions of people around
the globe; considers that the GDPR and the e-Pri-
vacy Directive provide the highest standards of
protection; regrets that Facebook decided tomove
1.5 billion non-EUusers out of the reach of the pro-
tection of the GDPR and the e-Privacy Directive;
questions the legality of such amove; urges all on-
line platforms to apply the GDPR (and e-Privacy)
standards to all of their services, regardless of
where they are offered, as a high standard of pro-
tection of personal data is increasingly seen as a
major competitive advantage’.

Thedifferentunderstandingandapproachof thepro-
tection of personal data in the EU and the US and in
addition the recent scandals had some impacts on
the trust of the EU and its citizens concerning an ad-
equate protection of their personal data in the US.

1. Safe Harbour Agreement

Prior to the aforementioned EU-US Privacy Shield
Framework the EU and US had agreed on the Inter-
national Safe Harbour Privacy Principles (‘Safe Har-
bour Agreement’)20 back in 2000. The Safe Harbour
Agreement guaranteed the possibility for US compa-
nies storing customer data to self-certify that they
complywith the principles of the EUData Protection
Directive (‘Directive’).21

18 Jim Isaak and Mina J Hanna, ‘User Data Privacy: Facebook,
Cambridge Analytica, and Privacy Protection’ IEEE Computer
51(2018), 56-59.

19 EU Parliament, Procedure 2018/2855(RSP), of 16 October 2018
<http://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/B-8-2018-0480
_EN.html?redirect>

20 See the Commission communication to the European Parliament
and the Council entitled ‘Rebuilding Trust in EU-US Data Flows’
(COM(2013) 846 final) (‘Communication COM(2013) 846
final’) of 27 November 2013.

21 The Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free move-
ment of such data, OJ 1995 L 281, 355 (‘EU Data Protection
Directive’). The GDPR has superseded the EU Data Protection
Directive and became enforceable on 25 May 2018. The Direc-
tive provided that the transfer of personal data to a third country
may take place only if that third country ensures an adequate
level of protection of the data. Furthermore, it made clear that the
EU Commission had the power to assess whether a third country
ensures an adequate level of protection according to its domestic
law or its international commitments and that each EU Member
State should designate public authorities that are responsible for
monitoring the application of the national provisions which have
been adopted according the Directive. Based on this Agreement
the EC adopted the Safe Harbour Decision (Commission Decision
2000/520/EC of 26 July 2000 pursuant to Directive 95/46 /EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council on the adequacy of
the protection provided by the ´safe harbour` privacy principles
and related frequently asked questions issued by the US Depart-
ment of Commerce, OJ 2000 L 215, 7.). According to which the
EC confirmed that the US data protection principles did comply
with the Directive.
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In its first landmark judgment, the CJEU clarified
general principles of EUdata protection and their ap-
plication towards third countries. The CJEU declared
in his judgment Maximillian Schrems v Data Protec-
tion Commissioner of 6 October 2015 (‘Schrems I’)22

the Safe Harbour Agreement to be invalid. In sum-
mary, the judgment of the CJEU confirmed the EC's
approach since November 2013 to review the Safe
Harbour Agreement, to ensure a sufficient level of
data protection as required by EU data protection
law.
The judgment was preceded by a legal dispute on

the adequacy of theUSdata protection regardingper-
sonal data transferred to the US. Maximillian
Schrems, an Austrian citizen and a former Facebook
user, lodged a complaint with the Irish Data Protec-
tion Commissioner (DPC) and argued that the law
and practice of the US do not guarantee sufficient
protection against surveillance by the public author-
ities of the data transferred to the US.23 The DPC,
however, rejected this complaint and took the view
that the EC had already considered in the Safe Har-
bour Decision that under the Safe Harbour Agree-
ment the US ensures an adequate level of protection
of thepersonal data transferred.24TheCJEUheld that
the existence of a Commission decision finding that
a third country ensures an adequate level of protec-
tion of the personal data transferred cannot elimi-
nate or reduce the powers available of the national
supervisory authorities under the CFR and the Direc-
tive.25 In addition, the CJEU pointed out that even if
the EC has adopted a decision, the national supervi-
sory authorities must be able to examine, with com-
plete independence, whether the transfer of a per-
son’s data to a third country complies with the re-
quirements laid down by the Directive.26

In the context of the validity of the Safe Harbour
Decision, the CJEU held that the EC was required to
find that the US in fact ensures in their domestic law
and in accordance with international commitments
a level of protection of fundamental rights essential-
ly equivalent to the guaranteed rights within the EU
under the Directive.27 However, the CJEU pointed
out, that the obligations were solely applicable to US
undertakings and not to US public authorities and
that the national security, public interest and law en-
forcement requirements in the US prevailed over the
safe harbour scheme under the Safe Harbour Agree-
ment, so that theUSundertakingswere bound to dis-
regard, without limitations, the protection rules laid

down by that scheme where they conflict with such
requirements.28 As a consequence, the US safe har-
bour scheme enabled interference by US public au-
thorities with the fundamental rights of persons as
guaranteed in the EU.29

The CJEU held in regard of the level of protection
that legislation which permits public authorities to
have access on a general basis to the content of elec-
tronic communicationsmust be regarded as compro-
mising the essence of the fundamental right to re-
spect for private life.30 In addition, legislation which
does not provide any possibility for an individual to
pursue legal remedies to have access to personal da-
ta or to obtain the rectification or erasure of such da-
ta, compromises theessenceof the fundamental right
to effective judicial protection inherent in the exis-
tence of the rule of law.31 Finally, the CJEU found that
the EC did not have competence to restrict the na-
tional supervisory authorities’ powers to deny them
their powers where a person calls into question
whether the decision is compatible with the protec-
tion of the privacy and the fundamental rights and
freedoms of individuals.32

22 CJEU, C-362/14 of 6 October 2015, ECLI:EU:C:2015:650 –
Maximillian Schrems vs Data Protection Commissioner. The
Schrems I judgment has been widely discussed, eg see Federico
Fabbrini, ‘Human Rights in the Digital Age: The European Court
of Justice Ruling in the Data Retention Case and its Lessons for
Privacy and Surveillance in the US’ (2015) 28 Harvard Human
Rights Journal, 65; Orla Linskey, The Data Retention Directive is
incompatible with the rights to privacy and data protection and is
invalid in its entirety: digital rights Ireland. Joined Cases C-293 &
594/12, Digital Rights Ireland Ltd and Seitlinger and others,
Judgment of the Court of Justice (Grand Chamber) of 8 April
2014, CMLR 2014, 51; Yann Padova, ‘La Cour de justice de
l´Union européenne va-t-elle invalider les accords Safe Harbour?,
Droit de l´immateriel – informatique, medias, communiation’
2014, n° 110, 14; Tuomas Ojanen, Making the Essence of Funda-
mental Rights Real: The Court of Justice of the European Union
Clarifies the Structure of Fundamental Rights under the Charter,
Cambridge University Press, July 28, 2016; Xavier Tracol, ‘Leg-
islative genesis and judicial death of a directive: The European
Court of Justice invalidated the data retention directive
(2006/24/EC) thereby creating a sustained period of legal uncer-
tainty about the validity of national laws which enacted it’ (2014)
30 Computer Law & Security Review 6, 736.

23 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 27, 28.

24 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 29.

25 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 53.

26 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 57.

27 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 69.

28 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 84.

29 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 87.

30 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 94.

31 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 95.

32 CJEU, C-362/14, (n 4) para 103.
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With this judgment the CJEU has tried to strength-
en the data protection law in the EU. Whereas Arti-
cle 7 CFR contains the right to respect for private life
Article8(1)CFRguarantees thateveryonehas theright
to the protection of personal data concerning him or
her, whereas Article 8(2) CFR provides that such da-
tamust be processed fairly for specified purposes and
on the basis of the consent of the person concerned
or some legitimate basis laid down by law. In addi-
tion, Article 8(2) CFR guarantees that everyone has
the right of access to data which has been collected
concerning him or her, and the right to have it recti-
fied.33 All these fundamental rights would have been
compromised if the CJEU had decided otherwise.

2. EU-US Privacy Shield Agreement

In the wake of the CJEU judgment the EU Commis-
sion and the US agreed on 2 February 2016 the EU-
US Privacy Shield with the objective to ensure data
protection rights of EU citizens where their data is
transferred to the US by including data protection
obligations on companies receiving personal data
from the EU as well as protection and redress mea-
sures for individuals and regulations for safeguards

on US government access to data.34 The objective of
this frameworkwas to ensure legal certainty for com-
panies. The newEU-USPrivacy Shield aims to reflect
the requirements set out by the CJEU ruling in
Schrems I by providing stronger obligations of US
companies to protect personal data of EU citizens.

3. EU-US Privacy Shield & EU Model
Clauses (Schrems II)

Sixyears later afterprivacyactivistMaxSchrems filed
a legal suit (Schrems I) and asked the regulator
whether Facebook’s data transfer was in breach of
the EU data protection law and EU citizens’ funda-
mental rights, the case was taken before the CJEU
again on 9 July 2019.35 This case could potentially
strike down two of the most important mechanisms
to transfer data to third countries: i) the EU Model
Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs); and, ii) the EU-
US Privacy Shield Framework. Thus, this could sig-
nificantly disrupt the current legal framework and
rewrite data protection law regarding trans-Atlantic
data transfers outside of the EU/EEA Member
States.36

Themain parties involved in the Schrems II case37

were: the Irish DPC (applicant), Facebook Ireland
Ltd., and Maximilian Schrems (defendants). More-
over, several other stakeholders participated in the
hearing, including representatives from the Euro-
pean Parliament, the European Commission, the Eu-
ropean Data Protection Board (EDPB), various EU
Member States (Austria, Germany, Ireland, France,
the Netherlands and the UK), the US Government
and several other industry representative groups.38

a. EU Model Standard Contracting Clauses
(SCCs) in Schrems II

Following the CJEU decision in Schrems I, several or-
ganisations (including Facebook) claimed that they
were using the SCCs as an alternative mechanism to
transfer data to third countries. The SCCs or ‘model
clauses’ are valuable legal mechanisms for transfer-
ring data outside of the EU/EEA. Using these tem-
plates provide further evidence of sufficient safe-
guards on data protection within the scope of the
GDPR.39TheSCCs are by far themost ubiquitous and
widely adopted data transfer systems currently used
by hundreds of organisations in many countries

33 See also Claudia Seitz, ‘Big Data in the pharmaceutical sector –
Current developments and legal challenges’ in Gert Vermeulen
and Eva Lievens (eds.), Data Protection and Privacy under Pres-
sure – Transatlantic tensions, EU surveillance, and big data (Mak-
lu, 2017) 293 (306/307).

34 See EU Commission, EU-US data transfers – How personal
data transferred between the EU and US is protected, <https://ec
.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/international
-dimension-data-protection/eu-us-data-transfers_en>.

35 John Oates, ‘Facebook and Max Schrems Back in Court Again,
Both Pissed Off at Ireland’s Data Regulator’ (10 July 2019) <https://
www.theregister.co.uk/2019/07/10/irish_regulator_feels_heat_over
_facebook_schrems_case/> accessed 10 November 2019.

36 DLA PIPER, ‘Schrems 2.0 – The Demise of Standard Contractual
Clauses and Privacy Shield?’ (1 July 2019) <https://blogs.dlapiper
.com/privacymatters/schrems-2-0-the-demise-of-standard
-contractual-clauses-and-privacy-shield> accessed 10 November
2019.

37 Reference for a preliminary ruling from the High Court (Ireland)
made on 9 May 2018 Data Protection Commissioner v Facebook
Ireland Limited , Maximillian Schrems Case C-311/18.

38 Hunton Kurth, ‘The Schrems Saga Continues: Schrems II Case
Heard Before the CJEU’ (10 July 2019), available at:
https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2019/07/10/the-schrems-
saga-continues-schrems-ii-case-heard-before-the-cjeu/ (accessed
10 November 2019).

39 Marcelo Corrales, Paulius Jurčys and George Kousiouris, ‘Smart
Contracts and Smart Disclosure: Coding a GDPR Compliance
Framework’ in Marcelo Corrales, Mark Fenwick and Helena
Haapio (eds), Legal Tech, Smart Contracts and Blockchain
(Springer, 2019) 212.
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around the world.40 SCCs allow EU Member States
to transfer data safely to third countries using a set
of unmodified standard clauses provided by the EU
Commission. There are currently two sets of SCCs
for data controllers established in the EU who want
to transfer data to data controllers outside of the
EU/EAAcountries.41 Inaddition, theEUCommission
has also issued one set of SCCs for controllers estab-
lished in the EU who want to transfer data to data
processors outside the EU/EEA countries.42

The repercussions of Schrems, I lead the Irish DPC
to request Maximilian Schrems to reformulate and
amend his complaint since the EU-US Safe Harbour
Framework has been ruled invalid. Maximilian
Schrems contested the fact that personal data is now
being transferred from Facebook Ireland Ltd. to Face-
book Inc., in the US by using the SCCs. The argu-
ments were similar to those raised in the Schrems I
case.43 The Irish DPC brought the legal proceedings
before the Irish Hight Court, which sought the CJEU
advice and referred a series of questions for a prelim-
inary ruling.44

During the hearing, the validity of the SCCs was
critically andextensivelydiscussed.Thereweremany
supporters ofmaintaining the SCCs Framework. The
main partisans included the EU Commission, indus-
try associations, and the governments of Ireland,
France, Germany, etc. They argued that using the
‘model clauses’ provide sufficient safeguards to trans-

fer data safely outside the EU/EEA countries and
shouldnotbe invalidated.EvenMaximilianSchrems’s
was in favor of keeping this mechanism. According
to Maximilian Schrems’s lawyer, ‘the solution is not
for the court to invalidate standard contractual claus-
es but for theDPC to enforce them.’45Thismeans that
for Maximilian Schrems’s the mechanism is not the
problem. He questioned Facebook’s appropriate use
of the SCCs and urged the Irish DPC to suspend it.46

The arguments in favor pointed to the fact that
even if the laws of third countries do not provide an
adequate levelofdataprotection, theSCC’s safeguards
should. Such safeguards include the existence of da-
ta subject rights, strict obligations on the controllers
andprocessors to ensure compliancewithEU lawand
the crucial role of DPCs in enforcing the SCCs, includ-
ing the discretional power to suspend data transfers.
The rationale behind the SCCs framework is that the
data exporter and data importer take on full respon-
sibility and are therefore under a contractual obliga-
tion to provide the appropriate safeguards.47The sup-
porting group also requested the CJEU to make sepa-
rate judgments on the SCCs and its analysis of third
country laws (in particular US law), which they
claimed is independent and irrelevant in this case.48

It was clear from the discussion that rendering the
SCCs void would totally disrupt data transfers from
the EU with very serious collateral damages which
would affect competitiveness and the normal func-

40 DLA PIPER, ‘Schrems 2.0 – The Demise of Standard Contractual
Clauses and Privacy Shield?’ (1 July 2019) <https://blogs.dlapiper
.com/privacymatters/schrems-2-0-the-demise-of-standard
-contractual-clauses-and-privacy-shield/> accessed 10 November
2019.

41 Standard Contractual Clauses for Data Transfers Between EU and
non-EU Member States <https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/
data-protection/international-dimension-data-protection/standard
-contractual-clauses-scc_en>; Commission Decision of 15 June
2001 on standard contractual clauses for the transfer of personal
data to third countries, under Directive 95/46/EC (notified under
document number C(2001) 1539) (Text with EEA relevance)
(2001/497/EC); Commission Decision of 27 December 2004
amending Decision 2001/497/EC as regards the introduction of
an alternative set of standard contractual clauses for the transfer
of personal data to third countries (notified under document
number C(2004) 5271).

42 Commission Decision of 5 February 2010 on standard contractu-
al clauses for the transfer of personal data to processors estab-
lished in third countries under Directive 95/46/EC of the Euro-
pean Parliament and of the Council (notified under document
C(2010) 593).

43 Noyb, ‘CJEU Hears Case on EU-US Data Transfers (Standard
Contractual Clauses and Privacy Shield)’ Noyb (8 July 2019)
<https://noyb.eu/en/cjeu-hears-case-eu-us-data-transfers-standard
-contractual-clauses-and-privacy-shield> accessed 10 November
2019.

44 Reference for a preliminary ruling from the High Court (Ireland)
made on 9 May 2018 – Data Protection Commissioner v Face-
book Ireland Limited, Maximillian Schrems (Case C-311/18),
<http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid
=204046&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first
&part=1&cid=6462885> accessed 10 November 2019.

45 Simon Mortier and Benoit Van Asbroeck, ‘Notes from the CJEU
hearing on SCCs: Schrems C-311/18 CJEU Hearing of 9 July
2019’ (July 2019) <https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/
2019/global/notes-from-the-cjeu-hearing-on-sccs> accessed 10
November 2019.

46 Noyb, ‘CJEU hears case on EU-US data transfers (Standard Con-
tractual Clauses and Privacy Shield)’ (8 July 2019) <https://noyb
.eu/en/cjeu-hears-case-eu-us-data-transfers-standard-contractual
-clauses-and-privacy-shield> accessed 10 November 2019.

47 Simon Mortier and Benoit Van Asbroeck, ‘Notes from the CJEU
hearing on SCCs: Schrems C-311/18 CJEU Hearing of 9 July
2019’ (July 2019) <https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/
2019/global/notes-from-the-cjeu-hearing-on-sccs> accessed 10
November 2019.

48 Davina Garrod et al, ‘The Case of Schrems 2.0 – The Challenge of
Standard Contractual Clauses Allowing Personal Data Transfer
Outside the European Union’ (10 July 2019) <https://www
.akingump.com/en/experience/practices/cybersecurity-privacy
-and-data-protection/ag-data-dive/the-case-of-schrems-2-0-the
-challenge-to-standard-contractual.html> accessed 10 November
2019.
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tioning of EU organizations. Some parties, including
Maximilian Schrems’s, plead that it was for the DPC
to use its power and suspend or prohibit data flows
which could have resolved this case.49

b. EU-US Privacy Shield in Schrems II

The CJEU also inquired about the legality of the EU
Commission Implementing Decision (EU 2016/1250)
on the adequacy of the protection provided by the
EU-US Privacy Shield Framework. This action was
brought on 25 October 2016 by La Quadrature du Net
), French Data Network and Fédération des Four-
nisseurs d’Accès à Internet Associatifs (Fédération
FDN) against theEUCommission in the caseLaQuad-
rature du Net and Others v. Commission.50 The appli-
cants in this case requested to annul the decision for
infringing Articles 7, 8 and 47 of the CFR. They
claimed inter alia that the decision wrongly found
that the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework assures an
adequate level of protection of fundamental rights
that is tantamount to thatguaranteedwithin theEU.51

During the Schrems II hearing, the CJEU insisted that
this case is related and a separate hearing in this case
has been deferred. A judgment is still pending.52

Some of the arguments against the EU-US Priva-
cy Shield Framework during the hearing were that
the current system is allegedly violating European
citizen’s privacy rights due to mass surveillance pro-
grams, which allows the US National Security
Agency (NSA) and the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion (FBI) to get extensive and unfettered access to
EU citizens’ data. According toMaximilian Schrems,
there is a clear tension between surveillance laws in
the US and privacy laws. This means that social me-
dia platforms such as Facebook do not adequately
protect the data of EU citizens when data is trans-
ferred across the Atlantic. Maximilian Schrems ar-
gued that the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework
should be invalidated as it is based on wrong inter-
pretation of US law.53 Finally, the EDPB also raised
concerns regarding the effective remedies and con-
crete protection for EU citizens in the US.54

4. The AG’s Opinion in Schrems II

In light of the significance of the issues at stake in
Schrems II, it does not surprise that the recent opin-
ionof theAdvocateGeneral (AG)HenrikSaugmands-
gaard Øe’s in this case had been eagerly awaited.
While the AG’s Opinion is completely independent
and not binding on the CJEU, it is authoritative and
judgesmight consider someof the legal solutionspro-
vided therein. In his opinion, whichwas delivered on
19 December 2019, the AG concluded that the SCCs
mechanism for the transfer of personal data to
processors established in third countries affords an
adequate level of protection.55Therefore, transfers of
data by such means are valid. However, the AG con-
siders that if the transfers are in breach of the SCCs
and appropriate protection mechanisms cannot be
ensured by other means, the supervisory authority
should examine with all due diligence any complaint
filed by organisations and individualswhose data are
allegedly transferred to a third country in contraven-
tion to the SCCs. If SCCs are violated and appropri-
ate protection cannot be guaranteed, the superviso-
ry authority must suspend or prohibit the transfer.56

As for the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework, the
AG upheld that the CJEU does not need to render
judgment on the validity of the EU-USPrivacy Shield

49 Simon Mortier and Benoit Van Asbroeck, ‘Notes from the CJEU
hearing on SCCs: Schrems C-311/18 CJEU Hearing of 9 July
2019’ (July 2019) <https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/
2019/global/notes-from-the-cjeu-hearing-on-sccs> accessed 10
November 2019.

50 Action brought on 25 October 2016 — La Quadrature du Net
and Others v Commission (Case T-738/16) (2017/C 006/49
<https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=uriserv
%3AOJ.C_.2017.006.01.0039.01.ENG> accessed 10 November
2019.

51 Action brought on 25 October 2016 — La Quadrature du Net and
Others v Commission (Case T-738/16) (2017/C 006/49 <https://eur
-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C
_.2017.006.01.0039.01.ENG> accessed 10 November 2019.

52 Simon Mortier and Benoit Van Asbroeck, ‘Notes from the CJEU
hearing on SCCs: Schrems C-311/18 CJEU Hearing of 9 July
2019’ (July 2019) <https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/
2019/global/notes-from-the-cjeu-hearing-on-sccs> accessed 10
November 2019.

53 Noyb, ‘CJEU Hears Case on EU-US Data Transfers (Standard
Contractual Clauses and Privacy Shield)’ (8 July 2019) <https://
noyb.eu/en/cjeu-hears-case-eu-us-data-transfers-standard
-contractual-clauses-and-privacy-shield> accessed 10 November
2019.

54 Simon Mortier and Benoit Van Asbroeck, ‘Notes from the CJEU
hearing on SCCs: Schrems C-311/18 CJEU Hearing of 9 July 2019’
(July 2019) <https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/2019/
global/notes-from-the-cjeu-hearing-on-sccs> accessed 10 Novem-
ber 2019; EU-US Privacy Shield – Second Annual Joint Review,
adopted on 22 January 2019 <https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/
files/files/file1/20190122edpb_2ndprivacyshieldreviewreport
_final_en.pdf> accessed 10 November 2019.

55 Opinion of the Advocate General in the case C-311/18 Facebook
Ireland and Schrems, No 165/2019 (19 December 2019) <https://
curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2019-12/
cp190165en.pdf> accessed 29 December 2019.

56 ibid.
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Framework since that dispute lays only on the valid-
ity of Decision 2010/87 (SCCs).57 Nevertheless, the
AG raised some concerns whether this Framework
met the adequacy threshold, in particular where da-
ta transferred to the US could be accessed by US in-
telligence agencies and judicial authorities. Based on
the previous jurisprudence, the AG considered that
such surveillancebyUSauthoritieswasgenerally jus-
tified on the grounds of public interest. However, he
also noted that the necessity and proportionality
principles as well as the respect to private life should
be considered on a case-by-case basis.58

The AG’s Opinion may be influential, however, it
is not legally binding. Therefore, the CJEU could still
potentially invalidate the EU-US Privacy Shield
Framework, resulting in transfers of personal data
between the EU and US no longer lawful. This pos-
es substantial legal risk to companies currently rely-
ing on the adequacy of this cross-border mechanism
and may affect, in particular, the deployment of
cloud-based medical AI technologies.
The decision is expected in the upcoming months

where the CJEU will adjudge whether the SCCs and
EU-US Privacy Shield Frameworks adhere to the
GDPR requirements or not. In the Schrems I case,
when theCJEUstruckdown theSafeHarbour Frame-
work, there was an alternative scheme for interna-
tional data transfers (such as the SCCs). Yet, the sit-
uation is less clear now in the pending Schrems II
case since there is no quick and easy alternative so-
lution to be implemented. Should both mechanisms
be declared invalid, data could no longer lawfully be
transferred to overseas countries.59 This creates un-
certainty and great challenges for AI-based compa-
nies, in particular, in the healthcare sector where per-
sonal data is regarded as highly sensitive. Recent cas-
es and scandals exacerbated these concerns as ex-
plained in the section below.

IV. Recent US litigation involving Privacy
Concerns in the Health Sector

Following the European Cambridge Analytica and
Facebook scandal, the Schrems II challenge comes at
a time of an additional recent US scandal that show-
cases the implications of privacy and data protection
in thehealthand life sciences. InDinersteinv.Google60

the complaint accuses the University of Chicago (UC)
and Google to have violated the Health Insurance

Portability andAccountabilityAct (HIPAA)61by shar-
ing and receiving hundreds of thousands of patients’
records that contained sufficient information for the
techgiant to re-identifypatients.Google andUCclaim
that all shared data were ‘de-identified’ and in com-
pliancewithHIPAA.However, thecomplaint contests
this and highlights that ‘in reality, these records were
not sufficiently anonymized andput the patients’ pri-
vacy at grave risk.’62 Specifically, the complaint high-
lights that Google has access (eg, through Android
phones and mobile apps such as Waze and Maps) to
a vast amount of information that empowers the tech
company via data triangulation63 to potentially re-
identify medical records. The complaint also alleges
that UC did not obtain patients’ express consent be-
fore sharing their medical records with Google that
pursues commercial purposes.64 Ultimately, howev-
er, this case boils down to the question ofwhat health
information should be considered individually iden-
tifiable in the 21st century with increasing data
sources and greater computational power allowing
for re-identification. It is also a signifier that the HI-
PAA is showing its age and might be outdated.
It remains to be seen in how far this case will in-

fluence the ongoing US debate over a modernised

57 ibid 3; Martin Sloan, ‘Schrems 2 – What can we take from the
AG’s Opinion on Standard Contractual Clauses’ (20 December
2019) <https://brodies.com/blog/ip-technology/schrems-2-what-
can-we-take-from-the-ags-opinion-on-standard-contractual-claus-
es/> accessed 29 December 2019.

58 Martin Sloan, ‘Schrems 2 – What can we take from the AG’s
Opinion on Standard Contractual Clauses’ (20 December 2019)
<https://brodies.com/blog/ip-technology/schrems-2-what-can-we
-take-from-the-ags-opinion-on-standard-contractual-clauses/> ac-
cessed 29 December 2019.

59 Stephanie Bodoni, ‘EU Judges Face Another Major Facebook
Privacy Case From Activist Schrems’ (9 July 2019) <https://www
.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2019/07/09/531544
.htm> accessed 10 November 2019.

60 Dinerstein v. Google, LLC et al, Case Number 1:2019cv04311
<https://dockets.justia.com/docket/illinois/ilndce/1:2019cv04311/
366172> accessed 10 November 2019).

61 ‘It is worth noting that Google is not a HIPAA-covered entity, and
thus health data collected by the tech giant usually does not fall
under HIPAA. In contrast, the California Consumer Privacy Act of
2018 (CCPA) and the European General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) are broader in their scope’ - See T Minssen, S Gerke
and C Shachar, ‘Is Data Sharing Caring Enough About Patient
Privacy? Part I & II: Potential Impact on US Data Sharing Regula-
tions’ <https://blog.petrieflom.law.harvard.edu/2019/07/26/is-data
-sharing-caring-enough-about-patient-privacy-part-i-the
-background/> accessed 14 November 2019.

62 Dinerstein v. Google, LLC et al, Case Number 1:2019cv04311
<https://dockets.justia.com/docket/illinois/ilndce/1:2019cv04311/
366172> accessed 10 November 2019.

63 ibid.

64 ibid.
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Federal Data Protection Law, and in how far such a
potential law would resemble the EU GDPR and the
CCPA. Depending where these political processes
lead, a new Federal US law might very well provide
an adequate level of protection. Meanwhile, howev-
er, Dinerstein v. Google has the potential to evolve in-
to a landmark case with regard to questions of when
and under what circumstances patient data may be
shared, whether patient data can be truly de-identi-
fied, and what could be potential safeguards.65 By
signifying the age andweaknesses of the current Fed-
eral Lawondata protection, the case also casts doubts
on the robustnessof theUS-EUPrivacyShieldFrame-
work. It can therefore be assumed that this case will
be referred to in the Schrems II proceedings. But,
what can be done to improve compliance with the
current EU-US Privacy Shield Agreement? Some in-
dications can be found in a series of three EU Com-
mission reports.

V. Recent EU Commission Evaluation of
the EU-US Privacy Shield

Since the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework entered
into force the EU Commission monitors and evalu-

ates its adequacy findings on an annual basis and, in
addition, conducts an annual review of the function-
ing of the Privacy Shield. The EU Commission pub-
lished its first annual report of the functioning of the
EU-US Privacy Shield on 18 October 2017.66 In this
report the EU Commission noted that the first annu-
al review had demonstrated that the US authorities
have put in place the necessary structures and pro-
cedures to ensure the correct functioning of the Pri-
vacy Shield. The EU Commission concluded in this
report that ‘the United States continues to ensure an
adequate level of protection for personal data trans-
ferred under the Privacy Shield from the Union to
organisations in the United States.’
In its second Report to the European P and the

Council on the second annual review of the function-
ing of the EU-US Privacy Shield of 19 December
201867 the EU Commission noted in particular that
the FTC had stepped up in its efforts to proactively
monitor compliance with the Privacy Shield Princi-
ples, including issuing administrative subpoenas to
request information fromanumber of PrivacyShield
participants, as well as the FTC investigation into the
Facebook / Cambridge Analytica case. The EU Com-
mission pointed out in this report that this case and
other revelations have shown, that it would be im-
portant that the EU and the US further converge in
their responses.
The third annual review of the EU-US Privacy

Shield Framework from the EU Commission was
published on 23 October 2019. It confirms the EU
Commission’s findings in the adequacy decision,
both concerning the commercial aspects of the
framework and concerning the aspects relating to ac-
cess to personal data transferred under the Privacy
Shield by public authorities. In this respect, the EU
Commissionnoted anumber of improvements in the
functioning of the framework as well as appoint-
ments to keyoversight bodies.However, theEUCom-
mission also concluded that a number of concrete
steps need to be taken to better ensure the effective
functioning of the Privacy Shield in practice.68

VI. Discussion

Irrespectiveof thepreciseposition takenby theCJEU,
it can be assumed that the CJEU’s pending decision
on the legitimacy of these adequacy and safeguard
mechanisms will have a considerable impact on the

65 ibid.

66 1st Report to the European Parliament and the Council on the
second annual review of the functioning of the EU-US Privacy
Shield of 19 December 2018 <https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/
just/item-detail.cfm?item_id=605619> accessed 10 November
2019.

67 2nd Report to the European Parliament and the Council on the
second annual review of the functioning of the EU-US Privacy
Shield of 19 December 2018, <https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/
info/files/report_on_the_second_annual_review_of_the_eu-us
_privacy_shield_2018.pdf> accessed 10 November 2019.

68 These include, (1) shorter time periods granted to companies for
completing the re-certification process, (2) improved spot-check
procedures for onward-transfers, (3) the development and more
consistent use of better tools for detecting false claims of partici-
pation in the Privacy Shield from companies that have never
applied for certification, (4) finding better ways to share meaning-
ful information on ongoing investigations between the FTC and
the EC, as well as with EU Data Protection Authorities that also
have enforcement responsibilities under the Privacy Shield, and
(5) development of common guidance on the definition and
treatment of human resources data in the coming months. See the
Report from the EU Commission to the EU Parliament and the
Council on the third annual review of the functioning of the EU-
US Privacy Shield, SWD(2019) 390 final <https://ec.europa.eu/
info/sites/info/files/report_on_the_third_annual_review_of_the_eu
_us_privacy_shield_2019.pdf> 7, 9. Note, however, that the 3rd
report has also received considerable stakeholder criticism, see eg
the Access Now letter from Estelle Massé and Jennifer Brody,
<https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/uploads/2019/09/Access
-Now-Submission-Privacy-Shield-Review-Questionnaire-Third
-review-Final.pdf> accessed 10 November 2019.
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future of transfers of personal data of EU citizens to
the US. The outcome and the potential legal implica-
tions of this case might not only have a significant
impact on the transfer of patient data from the EU
to the US but could also affect cloud-based medical
AI/ML companies that rely on cross-border data-
flows, as well as the organisations implementing
these solutions. Although the AG’s Opinion in
Schrems II delivered on 19 December 2019 indicates
the possibility that radical changes to the current sys-
tem might be avoided,69 recent data breach scandals
in the US and Europes, as well as national security
rules obliging US companies to disclose data to US
authorities have resulted in a complex situation.
Moreover, and as pointed out before, theCJEU judges
decide independently and does not have to directly
follow the AG’s opinion with regard to the SCCs and
other aspects. Even if the CJEU decides not to rule on
thePrivacyShieldFramework as such, newcases that
directly concern Privacy Shield Framework are on
the horizon, such as La Quadrature du Net and Oth-
ers v. Commission. All stakeholders should therefore
be aware of the potential risk, remain vigilant and
monitor the developments very carefully. It is there-
fore also advisable to consider various scenarios.
In the event that the CJEU finds the the EU-US Pri-

vacy Shield Framework or the current SCC system to
be inadequate (ie, either in Schrems II or in a subse-
quentdecision), this couldhavean immediateoreven
retroactive effect. Such a decision could knock down
the foundations for many business- and research-es-
sential data transfers between the EU and the US.
This would have serious legal and economic conse-
quences for a wide range of entities that rely on ef-
fective data transfers between the EU and the US, in-
cluding companies engaging in cloud-based medical
AI technologies in pharmaceutical R&D, clinical tri-
als, and medical devices. In that case, companies de-
pending on these transfer mechanisms will have to
consider feasible alternative solutions and practical
options to lawfully conduct data transfers.70

Binding Corporate Rules (BCRs)71 could be con-
sidered a viable option in some cases72 but their use
is of limited applicability. BCRs are internal binding
rules adopted bymultinational companies.73Yet, the
approval process by the Supervisory Authorities can
be lengthy, and companieswill probablyneed tohave
interim solutions in place before approval is grant-
ed.74 Moreover, different solutions are most likely
needed for transfers outside the group, although

groups that act as processors for their clients can re-
ly on their BCRs to receive personal data outside the
EU from those clients.75Whether such an alternative
is viable, practicable or indeed possible would there-
fore have to be assessed on a case-by-case basis by
each individual entity that needs to comply with the
EU data privacy rules.
Other alternatives include the derogations under

Article 49 GDPR, such as explicit consent, contractu-
al necessity, and public interest. Yet, these deroga-
tions are only applicable for specific situations,
which often do not apply for repeated and large-scale
data transfers. Although in linewith the EDPB guide-
lines76 they are restrictively interpreted, and itwould
be extremelydifficult to obtainvalid consent to trans-
fers from affected individuals or to achieve approval
from a competent supervisory authority for specific
transfers, which has historically not been something
they have done.77 Although certainly an option that
must be carefully considered in light of the discussed
litigation, the EDPB guidelines consider these to be
a last resort for use only where no other mechanism
is available.78

With regard to the SCC option, it is worth notic-
ing that the EUCommission is currently ‘working on

69 See Section III.4.

70 Cf Davina Garrod, Jenny Arlington, Rachel Claire Kurzweil,
Sahar Abas, ‘The case of Schrems 2.0 – the challenge to Standard
Contractual Clauses allowing personal data transfer outside the
European Union’ <https://www.akingump.com/en/experience/
practices/cybersecurity-privacy-and-data-protection/ag-data-dive/
the-case-of-schrems-2-0-the-challenge-to-standard-contractual
.html> accessed 10 November 2019.

71 Art 47 of the GDPR.

72 Art 49 of the GDPR.

73 Marcelo Corrales, Paulius Jurčys and George Kousiouris, ‘Smart
Contracts and Smart Disclosure: Coding a GDPR Compliance
Framework’ in Marcelo Corrales, Mark Fenwick and Helena
Haapio (eds), Legal Tech, Smart Contracts and Blockchain
(Springer, 2019) 212.

74 Paul Maynard, ‘Transfers on Trial: Privacy Shield and Standard
Contractual Clauses go before the European Courts’ <https://www
.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=4b9a70f6-9f3c-4297-8d87
-020783fb3aa2> accessed 12 November 2019; See also DLA
Piper, ‘Schrems 2.0 – The Demise of Standard Contractual Claus-
es and Privacy Shield? <https://blogs.dlapiper.com/privacymat-
ters/schrems-2-0-the-demise-of-standard-contractual-clauses-and-
privacy-shield/> accessed 12 November 2019.
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76 Guidelines 2/2018 on derogations of Article 49 under Regulation
2016/679 Adopted on 25 May 2018, available <https://edpb
.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_2_2018
_derogations_en.pdf> accessed 12 November 2019.

77 Mayard, (n 65).
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an update of the currently available SCCs, which will
provide a ready-made contractual mechanism for in-
ternational transfers.’79 Many stakeholders would
welcome such updates, since it could increase clari-
ty about the use of the SCCs. The EU Commission’s
current SCC framework has resulted in some confu-
sion since it does not contain all the elements re-
quired by Article 28(3) GDPR with regard controller-
processor SCCs and the current versions still refer to
the Data Protection Directive.80 Yet, as pointed out
by some commentators, ‘it is not clear whether this
work will be completed prior to the CJEU´s judg-
ment, and future clauses may be subject to a chal-
lenge similar to that in Schrems II, on the basis that
updated SCCs will not affect the underlying legal or-
der of a non-EU jurisdiction’.81 That said, SCCs re-
quire the data importer to implement appropriate
technical and organisational measures to ensure se-
cure processing. This often includes implementing
pseudoanonymization, robust encryption, as well as
the establishment of an Information Security Man-
agement System (ISMS) appropriate to the risks. In
the medical and pharmaceutical context this often
includes implementing an ISMS conforming to ISO
27001.
An important aspect of the GDPR is the concept

of Privacy by Design and by Default.82 This means

that data controllers and processors must embed pri-
vacy and data protection requirements directly at the
design stage the AI/ML cloud-based applications.
This is often challenging in the context of medical
AI/ML because it goes contrary to underlying ‘big da-
ta’ design philosophy for AI systems (ie, collect as
much data as possible without necessarily knowing
its purpose because it may improve the performance
of theAI/MLsystemafter trainingbyuncoveringpre-
viously unknown correlations). Additionally, med-
ical AI/ML processors should aim to implement ad-
vanced ‘pseudonymization’ techniques to ensure se-
cure processing (Art. 32 GDPR). The GDPR recog-
nizes the privacy-enhancing effects of anonymisa-
tion and pseudonymisation. The main difference be-
tween anonymisation and pseudonymisation relies
on whether the data subject can ever be re-identified
or not.83 Anonymisation is done by stripping away
from any identifiers that can link to the data subject
by all parties. Recital 26 of the GDPR stipulates that
the principles of data protection do not apply to
anonymous data since it prevents any future re-iden-
tification of the data subject. For this reason,
anonymisation is considered to be themost desirable
approach whenever possible.84 In fact, if the data is
completely anonymized (a very high standard under
GDPR), it can be freely transferred across jurisdic-
tions without the need of adequacy or appropriate
safeguards.
When anonymisation is not possible, pseudo-

nymisation techniques shouldbe implementedby re-
placing personal data by one or more artificial iden-
tifiers or pseudonyms in such a way that data sub-
jects cannot be linked directly to their corresponding
nominative identities.85 Therefore, pseudonymisa-
tion is also considered to be a security method to
make health data less explicit and easy to manage.86

In the context of GDPR, pseudonymisation ‘means
the processing of personal data in such amanner that
the personal data can no longer be attributed to a spe-
cific data subject without the use of additional infor-
mation, provided that such additional information is
kept separately and is subject to technical and organ-
isational measures to ensure that the personal data
are not attributed to an identified or identifiable nat-
ural person’ (Art. 4(5) GDPR). For example, the data
controller (eg, the Clinical Trial Sponsor) may keep
the subject IDs, while the processor (eg, medical de-
vice company processing the data) may receive the
raw physiologic data without subject IDs.

79 ibid; See also Commissioner Jourová's intervention at the event
‘The General Data Protection Regulation one year on: Taking
stock in the EU and beyond’ <https://ec.europa.eu/commission/
presscorner/detail/en/SPEECH_19_2999> accessed 9 November
2019.
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81 ibid, noting that: ‘If the CJEU invalidates SCCs or Privacy Shield,
the impact on businesses is likely to be so material that the EDPB
will be under intense pressure to declare a ‘grace period’ where
no enforcement action is taken by EU Member State data protec-
tion supervisory authorities. This would allow exporters time to
assess the situation and put in place alternative solutions. [….]. A
grace period is not, however, guaranteed. Nor would it prevent
individuals from bringing private claims for compensation or
group litigation claims and as noted above there are no obvious
alternative mechanisms for a business to take to ‘fix’ the position
in such a period.’).

82 See Art 25 of the GDPR.

83 Robert Walters, Leon Trakman and Bruno Zeller, Data Protection
Law: A Comparative Analysis of Asia-Pacific and European Ap-
proaches (Springer 2019) 90.

84 Balaji Raghunathan, The Complete Book of Data Anonymisation:
From Planning to Implementation (CRC Press 2013).

85 Sanjay Sharma, Data Privacy and GDPR Handbook (Wiley &
Sons 2019) 88.

86 Heidelinde Hobel et al, ‘Anonymity and Pseudonymity in Data-
Driven Science’ in John Wang (ed) Encyclopedia of Business
Analytics and Optimization (IGI Global 2014) 128.
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The Article 29 Working Party in its Opinion
05/2014 on Anonymisation Techniques87 recom-
mended that in order to meet the current anonymi-
sation standards, data must be processed in such a
way that the individual cannot be identified anymore
by using ‘all means likely reasonably to be used’ ei-
ther by the controller or a third party. This means
that the requirements and the objectives of the
anonymisation process must be clearly defined from
the beginning in order to achieve the threshold.88Ac-
cording to the Working Party, however, there is no
one-size-fits-all solution. Anonymisation should be
considered on a case-by-case basis, using various clas-
sical methods and models such as: data randomisa-
tionandgeneralization (including, eg,noise addition,
permutation, differential privacy, aggregation, k-
anonymity, I-diversity and t-closeness). Therefore,
data controllers are advised to tailor-make the
anonymisation technique to the specific circum-
stances.89 However, the problem with any of these
techniques is that they are often hard to achieve as
previouslydiscussedabove in theDinerstein v.Google
case (section 4). Big Tech companies can get access
to vast amount of information that allows them to
potentially re-identify medical record through data
fusion. Data can be so distinct that it can be easily
identified even if the identifying features are
scrubbed away from the data subject.90 This refers to
the data triangulation problem as explained before.
Furthermore, variousdata leak scandals exacerbat-

ed public concerns. The Google DeepMind deal with
the UK’s National Health Service (NHS)91 is a good
example. Google’s artificial intelligence firm was au-
thorised to access health data from over 1.6 million
patients to develop app monitoring kidney disease
called ‘Streams.’ However, corroborative research
studies indicated that theGoogleDeepMind deal had
access to other kinds of sensitive data and failed to
comply with data protection law.92

Recently, the Google’s ‘Nightingale Project’ was al-
so accused of allegedly secretly gathering personal
health records across 21 states in the US on behalf of
Ascension (a Catholic chain of 2,600 hospitals, doc-
tors’ offices and other facilities). The data collected
without patients and even doctors’ awareness includ-
ed inter alia lab results, doctor diagnoses and hospi-
talisation records.Google andAscension claimed that
the Project Nightingale upholds security and priva-
cy of patients, however due to the vast amount of in-
formation that the Big Tech company has, it can eas-

ily link up to other kinds of personal and sensitive
data.93 In addition, the project has been criticised
since it is feared that Google takes away patient´s
control over their owndata and that thedatahasbeen
transferredunderprivate contractswithinpublic-pri-
vate partnerships which makes it difficult to get
transparency.94 Finally, it has been noted that health
organisations are under increasing pressure to im-
prove efficiency and quality of care and many are
turning to AI in an effort to sharpen their services,
even if sensitive patient data is handled.95

In sum, when it comes to cross-border data trans-
fers between the EU and the US, the ‘bone of con-
tention’ is two-fold. One the one hand, there is a con-
ceptual legal problem regarding the definition and
understanding of what constitutes ‘anonymization’
and ‘pseudonymization’, which is not fully harmo-
nized and varies greatly between the EU and the US.
The failure to come to grip with these concepts cre-
ates misunderstandings and legal issues. According
to the GDPR and theWorking Party, pseudonymized
data is still regarded as personal data. Therefore, the
requirements fall under the scope of the GDPR and
must also be protected accordingly in the US. On the
other hand, there is a technical and pragmatic prob-
lem. While anonymisation might be the most desir-
able approach, the threshold to achieve it in the EU
is too high.96 This creates challenges at the moment
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of implementing overseas projects between the EU
and the US, most notably in the context of cloud-
based technologies, big data, and AI in the medical
sector.
It is clear that these technical and legal issuesmust

be addressed to reconcile the needs of technological
possibilities and R&D with the GDPR compliance in
the forthcoming Schrems II decision and in potential
future litigation. The same holds true with regard to
the implementation of the EU initiatives published
in the Ethics Guidelines for AI (2019)97 and the most
recent Commission White Paper on Artificial Intel-
ligence98, which was published on 19 February 2020
together with a companion Communication on EU
data strategy99, and a report on the safety of AI sys-
tems.100 These initiatives outline the wide-ranging
plan to develop artificial intelligence (AI) in the EU
based on common values, but also aim at making
moredata sets available forbusiness andgovernment
to promote AI development. The health and life sci-
ences are mentioned as one of the most significant
application areas. The Communication on the Euro-
pean Data strategy, in particular, mentions the cre-
ation of European Data Spaces that should be oper-
ated and governed in accordance with European val-
ues.101 In line with this principle, a first priority for
operationalising the vision is to put in place an en-
abling legislative framework for the governance of
such commonEuropean data spaces.102According to
the EU Commission:
‘[…] suchgovernance structures should support de-
cisions on what data can be used in which situa-

tions, facilitate cross-border data use, and priori-
tise interoperability requirements and standards
within and across sectors, while taking into ac-
count the need for sectoral authorities to specify
sectoral requirements. The framework will rein-
force the necessary structures in the Member
States and at EU level to facilitate the use of data
for innovative business ideas, both at sector- or do-
main-specific level and from a cross-sector per-
spective.’103

One day, such EU data spaces might reduce the need
for cross-border data transfers, but as the European
Data Space takes shape and the EU values that are at
the core of these spaces becomemore homogeneous,
this could also lead to further frictions with foreign
data spaces, such as in the US. It can therefore be as-
sumed that legal battles over the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework or other data transfer agreement
will most likely continue, and that preparations will
have to be made to enable cross-border data trans-
fers in an environment of legal uncertainty.

VII. Conclusions

Recent litigation, developments, and technical chal-
lenges have resulted in a high degree of legal uncer-
tainty with regard to the robustness and validity of
the international legal frameworks for US/EU data
transfers. This is generally troubling news for inno-
vative companies on both sides of the ‘pond,’ and par-
ticularly for private and public stakeholders in drug
development and healthcare, which depend on effec-
tive international transfer and cloud computing.
Both from the innovation and legal perspectives

it is vital to improve and stabilize the regulatory and
technical set-ups for international data transfer to al-
low for an optimal use and sharing of health-related
data. Since the future improvement of research, drug
development and treatment of patients, especially in
the context of personalised medicine, needs safe da-
ta highways that allow for cross-border transfers and
access to high value data, the effective development
of innovative tools to protect patients and to defend
diseases shouldnotbeundulyhampered.At the same
time, it is important to acknowledge public concerns
and fears of intransparent and abusive use of health
data and the need for a special protection of health
related data compared to other personal data because
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of their sensitivity and their special protection under
the GDPR and evolving US data protection laws.104

A wide implementation and adoption of the techni-
cal possibilities requires a certain degree of public
trust which might result from transparency and le-
gal certainty and which might result in a willingness
to share valuable health data. It is therefore impera-
tive to have sufficiently effective and transparent le-
gal frameworks for the protection of such data. This
requires a complex balancing act since it is possible
for that overly strict data protection rules might un-
dermine the usefulness and therewith the very goals
of recent data transparency legislation,105 as well as
data sharing and transfer initiatives.106 In that re-
gard, it is important to recognise new challenges, in-
cluding the further development of technologies that
allow for decryption and data re-identification, such
as data fusion and triangulation, as well as the enor-
mous potential of quantum computing technolo-
gy.107 It is therefore imperative to provide for appro-
priate dataprotection safeguards and supplementing
new technologies,108 while improving transparency,
remedies andcompensations that shouldbeavailable
if breaches occur. Hence, there is a strong need for
adequate, enforceable and legally soundmechanisms
that a) provide the certainty for stakeholders to op-
erate within data applications, and b) provide suffi-
cient remedies for concerned parties to protect their
rights.
Finally, to address some of the current challenges

and to alleviate the effects of a potential failure of
the EU-US Privacy shield agreement, it is important

to also consider a variety of possibilities provided by
technical solutions, as well as the development of
‘codes of conduct’, and ‘certification mechanisms’
contemplated by GDPR. It is evident that further le-
gal, technical, and socio-economic research is neces-
sary to improve reasonably safedata transfer systems
to enable the next generation of biomedical research
and development, especially in data intensive appli-
cations such as cloud-based medical AI/ML.

Post scriptum: This paper could consider devel-
opments until 14 March 2020. Since the CJEU deci-
sion in “Schrems II” is expected in the comingweeks,
we will follow up on any developments in a future
issue of EPLR.
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